Key Trend - Botanical
Loose Leaf: Flowers
and Plants
Bae, Wona & Lawler,
Charlie
$45 - 9781743791691 - Hardback
Exploding off the page with astonishing
beauty and style, here are some of the
world’s best in contemporary floral
sculpture and installation to inspire your
own creations at home. Alongside the
superb photography of Wona Bae’s
work, readers are offered 12 practical
projects to try themselves.

Miniscapes
Cregan, Clea
$29.99 - 9781743791400 - Hardback
Clea Cregan caught the terrarium bug
about 7 years ago. Browsing through a
country op shop she stumbled upon a
beautiful worn book about terrarium
gardening from 1975. The pages were
filled with beautiful photos of
captivating miniature environments, tiny
little landscapes enclosed in glass.
Perfect for the lazy gardener. The
connection was instant – soon Clea
was filling any glass vessels she could
find with these little green worlds.

Indoor Green: Living
with Plants
Claffey, Bree

House of Plants
Ray, Rose; Langton, Caro
& Rax, Erika

$49.99 - 9780500500538 - Hardback

$39.99 - 9780711238374 - Hardback

For centuries, plants have transformed
interiors. Today house plants are once
again experiencing a revival. Author
Bree Claffey of Mr Kitly in Melbourne
journeys into the worlds of fellow plant
lovers to explore the enduring attraction
of house plants. From the ever-reliable
peace lily and beguiling fiddle leaf fig to
the elusive Chinese money plant,
house plants are showcased in all their
weird and wonderful forms.

House of Plants is a practical and
beautiful guide to how to love and care
for your succulents, cacti, tropical and
air plants. These indoor plants are
handsome, hardy and perfect for
urban living – and this book is a
comprehensive companion, showing
you how to nurture and enjoy these
plants, as well as how to stylishly
arrange them in your home.

In Bloom
Minh Ngo, Ngoc

Bringing Nature Home
Minh Ngo, Ngoc

$89.99 - 9780847848508 - Hardback

$65 - 9780847838004 - Hardback

Inspiring new ways to connect with the
beauty of flowers in everyday life. Like
the author’s exquisite first book,
Bringing Nature Home, this muchawaited follow-up title presents
stunning arrangements and ideas for
interiors inspired by the beauty of
flowers. Ngoc Minh Ngo has recorded
the work of artists, designers, and
tastemakers who demonstrate the
many ways that flowers can enhance
our homes and work spaces.

A floral display is the simplest way of
changing the atmosphere of any room
or setting and the use of flowers
illustrates the aesthetic power of
season-appropriate arrangements. A
beautifully photographed floral
arranging book, Bringing Nature Home
presents ideas from each season.
From the well-known lifestyle
photographer Ngoc Minh Ngo and
Nicolette Owen of Brooklyn’s Little
Flower School.

House Plants
Palmer, Isabelle

Gardenista
Slatalla, Michelle

$39.99 - 9781782493600 - Hardback

$75 - 9781579656522 - Hardback

Small-space gardening expert Isabelle
Palmer shows you how to create
gorgeous terrariums and hanging
gardens, and how to grow under glass
and plant vertically, with helpful advice
and techniques, as well as handy tips
for taking care of your new house
plants. Grow and display amazing
aquatic plants in a deep vase, create a
stunning fireside moss and fern display
and group a variety of beautiful orchids
in bright colours on a shelf.

Our homes’ outdoor spaces can, and
should be, as welcoming and carefully
considered as our living rooms; when
treated as extensions of our homes,
these spaces enrich our lives
immeasurably. That was the guiding
principle when the team behind
Remodelista.com launched sister site
Gardenista.com. Like Remodelista,
Gardenista caters to an older, more
established audience and is known for
its sophisticated, well-edited aesthetic.

Botanical Style
Lake, Selina

The Plant Recipe Book
Chapman, Baylor

$49.99 - 9781849757133 - Hardback

$45 - 9781579655518 - Hardback

In her latest book, Botanical Style,
popular stylist and bestselling author
Selina Lake brings her signature
romantic vintage style to the current
trend for all things botanical. From the
first chapter, Lake takes a look at the
ingredients of the look – antique
botanical prints, flower stalls, potting
sheds and houseplants – and draws
upon these sources for fresh ideas to
transform your home into a leafy
haven.

A follow-up to the widely popular
Flower Recipe Book, The Plant Recipe
Book is the next great thing in interior
plant design, providing simple steps
showing anyone how to create
stunning living plant decor. Each one
of the 100 recipes specifies the type
and quantity of plants needed, clearly
numbered instructions detail each step
and 400 photographs show how to
place every stem.

The Flower Recipe Book
Harampolis, Alethea

The Wreath Recipe Book
Harampolis, Alethea

$45 - 9781579655303 - Hardback

$45 - 9781579655594 - Hardback

There is simply no other book out there
that demonstrates – both visually and
with detailed recipes – how to create
the type of floral arrangement that is
ubiquitous in design publications these
days. Novices can learn how to work
with a single variety of flower to great
effect, while the more adventurous can
create a vase overflowing with layered
blooms. On top of the 125 flower
recipes, find ideas for unexpected
vessels and techniques that can be
employed to elevate any arrangement.

The Wreath Recipe Book provides 100
“recipes” to make with flowering and
leafy branches. These aren’t just
evergreens for Christmas (the book is
organized seasonally). In spring, a
cherry blossom bough gets a touch of
whimsy with a colorful ribbon and a
tabletop is adorned with lilacs and olive
branches. In summer, a garland
features sage with pomegranates.
Includes hundreds of step-by-step
photos, and chapters covering basic
techniques and care information.

Meaningful Bouquets
McGuinness, Lisa

Flower Addict
Havekes, Saskia

$45 - 9781452140070 - Hardback

$79.99 - 9781921384011 - Hardback

This elegant volume offers a visual
glossary of popular flowers and their
meanings followed by 25
arrangements, each expressing a
different sentiment. From Luck, True
Love, Proud of You, Happiness, and
many more, each of the bespoke
bouquets suits a special occasion or
recipient. Visually rich with stunning
lifestyle photography and watercolor
illustrations, this book brings a truly
personal spin to flower arranging.

Saskia Havekes is at the forefront of
artistic flower arranging in Australia.
Grandiflora is an oasis of beautiful
blooms, sculptural branches and lush
swathes of foliage. Saskia’s largescale installations and breathtaking
arrangements are luxurious and bold,
stemming from a deep love of nature.
In Flower Addict, she shares some of
her favourite floral moments,
photographed by Nicholas Watt, who
captures all the passion and originality
of her work.

The House Gardener
Palmer, Isabelle

How to Be a Wildflower
Daisy, Katie

$55 - 9781782490982 - Hardback

$34.99 - 9781452142685 - Hardback

The Balcony Gardener heads indoors!
Following the success of her first book,
The Balcony Gardener, Isabelle Palmer
now adapts her talent for small-space
gardening to interiors. If you are
looking for new and innovative ways to
display your houseplants, seeking
inspiration for table settings, or wanting
ideas for unusual containers for indoor
growing, The House Gardener will
provide the answers and the
inspiration.

A fresh perspective, an outdoor
exploration, a new adventure about to
begin – How to Be a Wildflower is the
book to celebrate wide-open
occasions. Beloved artist Katie Daisy
brings her beautiful paintings and
lettering to this collection of things to do
and make, quotes, meditations, natural
history, and more. Every page inside
the charming, textured two-piece case
invites readers to wander, gather,
savor, and ponder the natural world
around them.

